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In this golden autumn, soon after the celebration ceremony for the Wilo China production 
base unveiled on  October 11, the 3rd Wilo China Family Day was launched. Over 600 
people including Wilo staff sand their family gathered at WCN new factory, participated 
the 3rd Family Day & "Voice of Wilo" Karaok contest. 

Sharp at ten o'clock, the activity started. Firstly, Dr. Zhu, made a brief and warm speech, 
expressing thankfulness for the long dedication and hard work of Wilo staff and their 
family members. Then, Liu Yang, Duan Ming, Liu Wei, and Huang Peng from the Training 
Department, Beijing R & D Center and Technical Department respectively conducted vivid 
presentation and demonstration regarding the R&D center, test platform and production 
line. All participating Wilo staff exhibition were impressed by the rapid development and 
outstanding technology of Wilo China. 

After the warm welcome by the company director and the presentation, the "Voice of 
Wilo" Karaok contest took place. Wilo staffs and family members actively participated in 
the contest. Zhu Hanke, son of Dr. Zhu and Dr.Han won affectionate applause and 
cheerful flower with the song “Mr. Lonely”. Chorus “Because of Love” from R & D Center 
was fun and amusing. Those two songs got unified full scores from the five judges. Young 
and elderly – Tian Yusen, son of Li Jing from Financial Department and mother of Yang 

October 11st, 2012, the Opening ceremony for the new plant of WILO China was held in 
Shunyi District, Beijing, on a large scale with more than 400 visitors including many 
business partners, Government officials like the head of the industrial commission of 
Shunyi district, China Energy Conservation Association, French Chamber, global VIPs and 
all WILO board members, as well as Oplaender Foundation members. 

Mr. Gilbert Faul and Dr. Enhui Zhu delivered speech in front of all the visitors and more 
than 300 WILO China staff on the opening ceremony to witness the most defining 
moment of WILO. And all participants enjoyed the fabulous performances and visited 
around new plants in 6 modules such as test bench, main stage, engineer center, 
production line, warehouse, and painting corridor in office donated from Oplaender 
Foundation. German traditional snacks, food and beverage from Golden Jaguar group 
were supplied to our visitors. And they also enjoyed German black Beer of Paulaner- one 
of the top ten breweries in Germany, WILO pumps have been service to which for almost 
50 years.

Wilo SE is investing about 200 million RMB in the new factory, where more than 400 
employees will be manufacturing pumps for the Chinese market in order to feedback to 
Chinese users in the aspects of capacity, shortening the delivery period, meeting 
localization demand..

We are looking forward to seeing the new green factory and new history of WCN.

Setting Benchmarks, Shaping the Future
WILO China New Plant Opening

Ceremony Concluded

2012 Wilo China 
Family Day
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WPK held ‘The 2012 WILO Family Festival’, which happen every two year, on 21st of 
October with about 550 participants including our employees, their family and our 
business partners such as dealers, service centers and cooperative firm. It was organized 
for all WILO family to strengthen the bond, release the stress and have fun together.

It lasted for about 8hours starting 9am in the morning. During the time, we had many 
team games, sports competitions and entertainments with having all participants in 4 
different teams. The event started by learning famous dance ”Kang-Nam style” to 
loosen up.  After that, there were many team competition like “a relay race with team 
mission”, “dodge ball” and ”foot volleyball” followed by entertainment programs like 
“Wilo’s got a Talent Show”, “Cheerleader show” and “Recreation time”. There was also 
some area for the children to spend time getting face painting and blowing bubbles.   

At the end of the event, there was “Green Wilo, Green time program”, the competition 
to pick up the wastes, to encourage and give some fun to clean the area where we 
stayed all day. They had to gather trash as much as they could, and then the children had 
to separate garbage into collect box. It was good opportunity to encourage people to do 
such an action at home to recycle much waste.

The 2012 WILO Family 
Day-WPK

The first M+P Industry Sponsor Meet was held in Pune, India from 22-25 October, 2012. 
This meet was organised by the MS Industry General. 

Day one started off with the visit to M+P customers M/s Deepak Fertilizers – Taloja and 
M/s JSW ISPAT – Dolvi to educate and learn more about M+P Products application wise 
installed at their place on live basis and to learn the customers  views. The day ended with 
a get-together with Indian Colleagues at Pune Guest House.

Day two was all about Transfer Market, Applications and Product Know-how where 
presentations on General Industry, Metal, Mining, sugar, Cement; Oil and Gas; Power and 
Energy; FSD; PBU High Flow; Industrial Training and Marketing were given by the 
respective sector heads. 

On day three there was a half day meeting on “Group marketing meets industry” and 
presentation on “PTT – improved and uniform forecasting platform” after which they 
travelled to a nearby hill station “LAVASA” for a team building exercise of adventurous 
trekking.

Day four started with a factory tour where all the participants were very happy with the 
new improvements made in the factory. The rest of the day was spent on discussions with 
the entire team and exchanging of information and experiences.

The 1st M+P Industry 
Sponsor Meeting

QHD

As the main part of annual cooperation project between Wilo and Yanshan University, the 
visit for the teachers and students from the Institute of Electrical Engineering (IEE for 
short)was led on September 14th.

The visit contained totally 205 staffs from IEE, included 5 key majors such as Electric, Control 
Engineering, Automation and so on, which made this visit a biggest activity in the annual 
cooperation project.

In order to make the visit smoothly, under the General Manager’s guidance, HR cooperated 
with other departments, to make thorough plans for transportation, visit route, visit guiding 
and safety guarantee, as well as emergency pre-arranged plan. 

Wilo obtained further trust from YanShan University through the activity and made the 
relationship between the two sides a higher and closer level, which would make a solid 
foundation for the research cooperation in the future.

Yanshan University students’ tour 
to Wilo Elec

Qing from Sales Department also gave amazing performances. After that, audience all 
passionately enrolled and presented great singing performance. Singing, laughter, and 
applause echoed in the sky above the factory. 

Laughter on the face and joyfulness in mind, Wilo staff proudly introduced and showed to 
their families, the advanced and comfortable working environment and the modern neat 
factory in the office area. Moreover, the exhibition with theme arts drawn by world top 
painters attracted audience to stop by and appreciate. 

Joy and happiness of this gathering lingered in the air. After a buffet lunch, participants 
made best wishes for a better future of Wilo, and a brilliant year ahead. 

Looking back the event, it was more like “WILO Festival” going beyond just a athletics 
competition .We believe that it was the great event for all WILO family to feel proud of 
the company where they work and get along and get to know each other better by 
making good memory with us. 


